
From: J.R. McMullen
To: Rosenson, Valerie
Cc: Lee, Benjamin; Nabel, Susan
Subject: Dog ordinance (LR30.103) in Stamford CT Disciminatory
Date: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 8:51:53 PM
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Hi Valerie,
    Please add the attached to the anti tethering ordinance, item LR30.103, and forward it to all members of the Board. It would seem there
are experts who are concerned that the Humane Society's position has a greater adverse impact in our lower income communities and is
discriminatory.
    Thanks. J.R.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Stacey Ober <Stacey.Ober@akc.org>
Date: Fri, May 21, 2021 at 10:32 AM
Subject: Dog ordinance in Stamford CT
To: J.R. McMullen <jrmcmullen.stamford18@gmail.com>
Cc: Phil Guidry <Phil.Guidry@akc.org>

Hi Representative McMullen:

 

AKC was not aware of the Norfolk and Portsmouth, VA ordinances before they were adopted in 2015 and 2017, and did not offer comment
on them.  During the 2019 debate on the VA law, our VA affiliated federation of dog clubs submitted the attached comments in opposition
to proposed tethering restrictions.  The information may be of interest to Stamford representatives too.

 

Let me know if there is anything else I can assist with.

 

Kind Regards,

 

Stacey Ober, J.D.

Legislative Analyst & Community Outreach, New England Region

Government Relations

AKC Taskforce Addresses Shortage of US Bred/Trained Explosive Detection Dogs  

Learn More at https://www.akc.org/akc-detection-dog-task-force/  

t: 919-816-3348 | e: stacey.ober@akc.org

AKC’s website: www.akc.org

AKC GR’s website: www.akcgr.org

 

 

From: Alice Harrington <aharrington4832@verizon.net> 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 3:25 PM
To: Charley Hall <Charles.Hall@akc.org>
Subject: Re: Dog ordinance in Stamford CT

 

Here are some pieces I put together. If you google Amanda Arrington HSUS she is still running the Pets for Life HSUS program - may
have a different name.
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Summary – Please lay the anti-tethering bills SB 272 and HB 1552 on the table. Even the HSUS agrees that they are discriminatory and disproportionally impact lower-income pet owners and people of color. Further, the clause in these bills allowing for localities to make more stringent companion animal care laws needs to be struck so that disadvantaged pet owners will not lose the state protections.



= = = = = = = = =



On February 19, 2020, before the House Agriculture, Chesapeake and Natural Resources Committee, Senator Bell discussed his bill SB 272, which demands severe restrictions be placed on the tethering of dogs. Several delegates brought up questions about their constituents that do not have air conditioning in the house, may live in rented homes and trailers and have landlords that do not permit dogs in houses or allow fences and pens to be built.  Senator Bell’s solution to these situations was those people “. . . . Should maybe consider whether they should have a dog or not.” This seems very discriminatory.



The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) has a program called Pets for Life. From their website is this mission statement:



“Pets for Life (PFL) is driven by social justice and guided by the philosophy that a deep connection with pets transcends socio-economic, racial and geographic boundaries, and no one should be denied the opportunity to experience the benefits, joy and comfort that come from the human-animal bond.



Systemic inequity and institutional barriers create immense challenges for millions of people every day in accessing pet resources and information. The extreme lack of access to pet resources is a national crisis. PFL is a thought leader in bringing attention to and advocating for people who are routinely overlooked or looked down upon and is an ally in fighting against economic and racial injustice.” 

Indeed, Amanda Arrington, founder of Beyond Fences and Director of the HSUS Pets for Life Program, states that tethering restrictions disproportionately impact lower income pet owners. And in many communities that means disproportionately communities of color. She states further, “Pet owners who tether often can't afford to build a fence or other method to contain their animals, leaving tethering as their only alternative. Many landlords don’t allow pets inside, or charge high deposits so that people couldn’t bring their dog in even if they wanted to.” She also noted that such restrictions could make it impossible for some residents to own an animal at all. Does Virginia want to make pet ownership only available to people of a certain wealth?

In an article Ms. Arrington wrote in the Animal Sheltering Magazine, July 2019, she says,

“. . . . It’s important for everyone involved to understand how companion animal welfare is connected to larger systemic and institutional challenges for people and their pets—issues like poverty, segregation, housing insecurity and resource inequity.

That understanding has to flow into how we speak to those we serve, to each other as advocates and service providers, and to our supporters and donors and the general public. The narratives we create have genuine influence—and it is all too easy for our messaging to fall into the trap of creating extremely narrow definitions of who is capable of compassion or what compassion must look like.

I see this struggle regularly. We don’t always realize how our personal biases and assumptions can perpetuate dangerous myths about people. Take, for example, a common discussion around tethered dogs. What we often hear asked is, “Why would someone have a dog if they are just going to cruelly leave him chained up outside?” Instead of assuming that the owner is negligent or cruel, here’s a challenge: Try to understand the owner’s situation. Ask questions like: Does the person rent their home and have limitations from their landlord? Is the caretaker a senior with mobility issues? Does the dog have behavior issues? Is there a fence that needs expensive repairs?

If we’re truly open to the answers, we’ll often develop a more complete picture, and our response—in both programming and messaging—will likely be less judgmental and more effective.”

Please OPPOSE both the anti-tethering bills – SB 272 and HB 1552. They are bad for dogs AND people.

Alice Harrington

VFDCB Legislative Liaison

Cell – 703-965-7401

Email – aharrington4832@verizon.net 





 

 






A word from us 
By Amanda Arrington    Animal Sheltering magazine Summer 2019    The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) 


https://www.animalsheltering.org/magazine/articles/word-us 


 


 
 


Amanda Arrington meets a new friend in the YK Delta region of Alaska, where Pets for Life supports work to increase access to pet 
resources in remote villages. Photo by Kelly Williams/The HSUS 


= = = = = = = 


In my team’s work on Pets for Life—our initiative that does door-to-door outreach in underserved communities, 
offering free pet care resources, services and information—one of the most common questions we get is how to 
fundraise for and sustain support for such programming. Beyond building the organization’s basic fundraising 
skills, it’s important for everyone involved to understand how companion animal welfare is connected to larger 
systemic and institutional challenges for people and their pets—issues like poverty, segregation, housing 
insecurity and resource inequity. 


That understanding has to flow into how we speak to those we serve, to each other as advocates and service 
providers, and to our supporters and donors and the general public. The narratives we create have genuine 
influence—and it is all too easy for our messaging to fall into the trap of creating extremely narrow definitions 
of who is capable of compassion or what compassion must look like. 


I see this struggle regularly. We don’t always realize how our personal biases and assumptions can perpetuate 
dangerous myths about people. Take, for example, a common discussion around tethered dogs. What we often 
hear asked is, “Why would someone have a dog if they are just going to cruelly leave him chained up outside?” 
Instead of assuming that the owner is negligent or cruel, here’s a challenge: Try to understand the owner’s 
situation. Ask questions like: Does the person rent their home and have limitations from their landlord? Is the 
caretaker a senior with mobility issues? Does the dog have behavior issues? Is there a fence that needs 
expensive repairs? 







 


If we’re truly open to the answers, we’ll often develop a more complete picture, and our response—in both 
programming and messaging—will likely be less judgmental and more effective. 


Even when we’re operating direct care programs, we sometimes still contribute to and maintain the systems that 
initially produced harmful stereotypes and inequities. Having someone to root against can be galvanizing, but in 
our work, we often find there isn’t a clear-cut villain. For example, perhaps that thin dog isn’t being neglected 
and instead just needs a prescription dewormer that her owner hasn’t been able to provide due to lack of access 
to veterinary care. Perhaps that surrendered cat lost his home when his owner was evicted due to gentrification 
and subsequently was unable to find pet-friendly, affordable housing. 


Our messaging has both small and large impacts and can either isolate people or bring them together. Over time, 
the individual stories we tell become our organization’s identity. In aggregate, these stories can help define our 
field as a whole. 


In the comments section of most animal welfare organizations’ social media pages, you’ll see some angry 
language about how cruel people are. It’s important to ask if we may be fanning those flames. Are we taking the 
time to consider our stories with an open, balanced mindset? Or are we automatically reaching for familiar, 
traditional messages that can create or validate division? 


“Our messaging has both small and large impacts and can either isolate people or bring them together.” 


When you are thoughtful and intentional in communication, funding will flow from that vision and thought 
leadership. Framing your philosophy around inclusion and equity will not only engage longtime donors in a 
fresh way, but also open doors to nontraditional supporters and new donors invested in ensuring access to 
resources for all pet owners and advancing social justice in the companion animal welfare field. 


Learn more about Pets for Life at humanesociety.org/petsforlife. 


About the Author 


 


Amanda Arrington is the Director of the groundbreaking Pets for Life program of The Humane Society of the 
United States. Under Amanda’s leadership, teams working in Los Angeles, Philadelphia and 30 mentorship 
markets across the country are serving people and pets in underserved communities, ensuring access to pet care 
services and information for everyone regardless of geography or socio-economic challenges.  Amanda is also 
the founder of Beyond Fences based in Durham, NC.  Her work fuels compassion, fairness and equality for all 
people, pets and communities.  







 

 

 

They need to reach out to their legislators of color and inform them of this info. It had a big impact here as no one had raised those issues
until I did using HSUS’s OWN PEOPLE!!

 

Let me know if you need more help. 

 

Alice

On May 20, 2021, at 10:32 AM, Charley Hall <Charles.Hall@akc.org> wrote:

 

Hi Alice,

 

Please see below.  Do you have any insight or know if any local clubs or VFDCB weighed in on either ordinance?  Norfolk’s
was in 2015 and Portsmouth’s was 2017.

 

Thanks,

 

Charley

 

Charley Hall

Legislative Analyst/Community Outreach Coordinator, Government Relations
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8051 Arco Corporate Drive, Suite 100, Raleigh NC 27617

t: 919-816-3971| e: charles.hall@akc.org

Visit our website: www.akc.org

Follow us on: Facebook and Twitter

 

From: Stacey Ober <Stacey.Ober@akc.org> 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 8:54 AM
To: Charley Hall <Charles.Hall@akc.org>
Cc: Phil Guidry <Phil.Guidry@akc.org>; Sheila Goffe <Sheila.Goffe@akc.org>
Subject: FW: Dog ordinance in Stamford CT

 

Hi Charley,  

 

The Stamford CT proposed tethering ordinance discussion continues to evolve and change.  The
sponsor has moved to now add just one simple sentence, based on his review of local ordinances
he said in place in Norfolk and Portsmouth, VA.  

 

My question is whether AKC took a position on this or similar text?
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  " (4) No person shall tether a dog to a stationary object or to a mobile device:

         (a) Unless the owner or keeper is outside with the dog and the dog is in the owner’s or keeper’s view;"

 

Thanks for your guidance,

 

Stacey Ober, J.D.

Legislative Analyst & Community Outreach, New England Region

Government Relations

AKC Taskforce Addresses Shortage of US Bred/Trained Explosive Detection Dogs  

Learn More at https://www.akc.org/akc-detection-dog-task-force/  
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t: 919-816-3348 | e: stacey.ober@akc.org

AKC’s website: www.akc.org

AKC GR’s website: www.akcgr.org

 

 

From: Stacey Ober 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 8:49 AM
To: J.R. McMullen <jrmcmullen.stamford18@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Dog ordinance

 

Good morning, Representative. 

 

Here is a link to AKC’s formal position on
tethering.  https://cqrcengage.com/akc/file/ID9uaohOQAm/Tethering_%202018.pdf  

 

I heard Rep. Jacobson during the meeting Tuesday night indicated his new text was from a local Virginia jurisdiction.  Norfolk
and Portsmouth, VA I believe he said.  I’ll need to check and see if AKC took a position on it and will get back to you.

 

Warmly,

 

Stacey Ober, J.D.

Legislative Analyst & Community Outreach, New England Region

Government Relations

AKC Taskforce Addresses Shortage of US Bred/Trained Explosive Detection Dogs  

Learn More at https://www.akc.org/akc-detection-dog-task-force/  
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t: 919-816-3348 | e: stacey.ober@akc.org

AKC’s website: www.akc.org

AKC GR’s website: www.akcgr.org
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From: J.R. McMullen <jrmcmullen.stamford18@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 7:26 PM
To: Stacey Ober <Stacey.Ober@akc.org>
Subject: Re: Dog ordinance

 

Hi Stacey,

    Does the AKC support 

  " (4) No person shall tether a dog to a stationary object or to a mobile device: 

         (a) Unless the owner or keeper is outside with the dog and the dog is in the owner’s or keeper’s view;"

 

   The experts who have weighed in assert you do not. I personally think it is crazy to assume an owner is always going to be
outside with their dog.

 

   Thanks. J.R.

 

On Wed, May 19, 2021 at 4:06 PM Stacey Ober <Stacey.Ober@akc.org> wrote:

Good afternoon, Representatives:

 

As I have shared, I have a standing monthly conference call with my Maine Federation of Dog clubs that conflicts with your
Legislative & Rules Committee meeting.  Please know that I have been able to watch your videos and follow along.  

After reviewing last evening’s discussion, I’m writing in response to statements made about AKC’s position.

 

When provided your draft ordinance, which HSUS had already edited, I drafted suggested changes with a letter explaining
the recommendations.  It is here on your
website.  http://www.boardofreps.org/Data/Sites/43/userfiles/committees/legrules/items/2020/lr30103/lr30103_akc_amendments.pdf

 

Under newly proposed 4 (f) HSUS had inserted the following text “(f) Without his/her owner in attendance on the property.”
 I merely added the word “keeper” on the draft to have this new subsection consistent with other phrases in your current
ordinance.

 

Last month, after reviewing the video of your meeting I did reach out to provide additional information to counsel given the
questions raised about the placement of aggressive dogs with families unaware of their histories and how other jurisdictions
have responded to this problem.  I did ask if a copy of any new draft could be shared with me.

 

I understand that last night you considered a new draft specific to tethering that has now been voted to go forward for public
hearing.  Please know I was not provided a copy of it in advance on which to comment nor was my presence requested last
evening as a guest.  (It sounded as though Rep. Jacobson was expecting my participation.)

 

I do intend to continue to make myself available to Stamford as a resource and if I am not available, someone from my
department will be– as Charley Hall did during your first meeting on the ordinance changes.

 

Warmly,

 

Stacey Ober, J.D.
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Legislative Analyst & Community Outreach, New England Region

Government Relations

AKC Taskforce Addresses Shortage of US Bred/Trained Explosive Detection Dogs  

Learn More at https://www.akc.org/akc-detection-dog-task-force/   
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-- 

Trying to help other people at all times,

 

J.R. McMullen

(203) 979-8360

Representative District 18

165 Slice Drive

Stamford, CT 06907

 

 

-- 
Trying to help other people at all times,
 
J.R. McMullen
(203) 979-8360
Representative District 18
165 Slice Drive
Stamford, CT 06907
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